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Project Overview

Location: London, UK (urban)

Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation

It brings together the latest treatments,

Trust had a vision of creating a new Cancer

support facilities and integrated research

Centre that ‘lifts the spirits for those who

–all under one roof.

use it and achieve the highest standards of

The facilities include 6 radiotherapy

sustainability’. The building has been

bunkers (first in Europe to be located above

designed around the needs of patients

ground) highly-enabled imaging facilities

and staff, creating healthcare architecture,

including CT’s, MRI and PET/MRI,

which is uplifting, non-institutional and

an outpatient centre, 46 chemotherapy

human-scale.

chairs and a dedicated Innovation Hub

Stantec led the healthcare and fit-out team

floor for cancer research.

together with RSHP architects. Designed

Key to the organisation of spaces was

with complete focus on the patient and

including access to nature and daylight

staff
1 experience, the 14 storey building
maximises its restricted floor plate through

throughout the patient and staff journey.

the use of horizontal zoning and vertically

Reference group throughout the design

stacked treatment and care ‘villages’ while

process including them in all the design

creating a visually striking addition to the

workshops and integrating their views

capital’s London Bridge Quarter.

into the final design.

1 -Guy’s Cancer Centre - urban context and green roof

Uniquely, the Trust involved the Patient

Scope: New build
Brief: Outpatient, acute/ primary
care, cancer centre
Floor area (GIA): 27,000sqm,
Sustainability: BREEAM Excellent
Completion date: October 2016
Project Team: Name
Architect: Name
Structural Engineer: Name
M&E Engineer: Name
QS: Name

Architect: RSHP / Stantec
Structural Engineer: Arup
M&E Engineer: Arup
QS: Aecom
PM: Aecom / Essentia
Contractor: Laing O’Rourke
Health Planner:
Jackie Churchward-Cardiff
Digital: Arup
Landscape: Gillespies

Client Intelligence
How did you gather information
to add insight to your scheme and
inform your solution?

The common challenge in our previous cancer
centre projects is balancing the integration
of highly complex technical equipment into
the building design and construction process
without losing focus of a patient environment
that retains a non-institutional and humanscale. Our experience with the Guy’s patient
working group and talking to staff led us to
develop a flexible design, ‘the village concept’,
that allows the building to accommodate
change even at a late stage of the design
without disrupting other areas.

Producing a Brief
Describe your brief development
process: how did it change as
a result of the intelligence you
gathered?
We rethought the building organisation into
identifiable volumes or ‘villages’ each with
their own focal space and outdoor ground, the
building of 14 storeys effectively becomes a
building of five storeys. The complex brief was
matched by site complexities including the
remains of a Roman boat which led us to find
innovative construction solutions by locating
the radiotherapy treatment facility above
ground level and allowing daylight into all the
stages of a stress -free patient journey.
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Enabling Good Design
How did the design team drive
design excellence? What barriers
did you overcome and what unique
approaches did you take?
Faced with a complex clinical brief and a
unique site condition, we aimed to change
the perception of a hospital building by an
appropriate and distinctive architectural
response to the Science of Treatment and
the Art of Care. By adopting an intimate
scale to the care places and an uplifting,
efficient and flexible arrangement to the
treatment spaces we created a building
that promotes contact to nature and
daylight and able to adapt to future
developments.

Integrating Art
How was art integrated into your
project for the benefit of patients,
visitors and staff?
The arts strategy included the patients and
staff from the outset, from the interview
stage, right through the design process.
The arts programme encompassed many
different types of work: sculpture, furniture,
lighting, painting, as well as more temporal
projects such as films and books. The works
respond to the building’s design and often
play an integral functional part – furniture
for the public areas which are also sculpture
installations or art light installations that
become wayfinding devices.

“

“The idea was really clever.
I think of the tower as a series
of small buildings that just
happen to be placed one of
top of the other.”
Alistair Gourlay,
Project Director
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Client / Patient Perspectives
How did your client and end users
perceive the project?
If they were involved in stakeholder
consultation - what points did they
raise? How were these addressed
by the design - and what feedback
did you get from these groups post
occupation?
The Cancer Centre project was a key
enabler to the Trust’s masterplan to
develop a world class cancer facility and
rationalise other patient services across
the site.
The holistic design was developed in
a unique intense partnership with the
patient advisory group who were active
participants in every design meeting
throughout all stages of design. Their
desire for open and inclusive spaces

resulted in less separation between patient

walls, modular radiation shielding bricks for

and staff areas influenced the layouts.

the Linac bunkers.

The village design approach allowed for

Design for Manufacture and Assembly

flexible planning. Each floor has two zoning

(DfMA) lead to a 60% improvement in

sections: one designated for patient care

productivity, and a 30% improvement in

with airy, relaxed spaces and terraced

delivery schedule.

gardens and the other is a clinical zone
designated for technology and equipment.

Their desire for daylight in all the patient

The balance allows building operators

areas, including the radiotherapy areas,

flexible planning options for future

supported unique approach to placing the

innovations in equipment and technology.

bunkers above ground which was initially
triggered by the presence of the buried

The triangular site was very tight, 1900m2

listed roman boat remains.

total and only 1.2m away from occupied
hospital buildings on one side. To minimise

Post occupation the team have received

disruption to the hospital flows and to the

very positive feedback from both patient

nearby local residences the team rethought

and staff, specifically staff who have

the design to enable prefabrication – this

commented on the difference access to

included prefabricated columns, smart

daylight has made to their long shifts.

First Linac
bunkers
above ground
The building is 60m
high with piles 42m
deep - and is nearly
the same weight as
the Shard

Construction cost: £79.0m
excluding clinical equipment
Overall cost: £160.0m
Procurement Route: Design & Build
Sustainability: BREEAM Excellent
Status: Complete
Completion date: October 2016
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Guy’s Cancer Centre, London UK
Guy’s & St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust

“

“Patients have been consulted at
every stage of the development
and we continue to be actively
involved during the final phase, as
we anticipate the care of patients
in a world-class environment.”
Diana Crashaw, Chair of Patient
Reference Group
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2 -View towards main entrance with visible village colours / Morley von Sternberg
3 - Welcome ‘Kitchen Table’_Genius Loci / G. Gschwendtner & Ron Bambridge
4 -Chemo Village lobby / Morley von Sternberg
5 - Outpatient balcony / Morley von Sternberg
6 - Welcome Village / Morley von Sternberg
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